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Abstract—Increasingly more people are using tablets for
various tasks such as browsing websites, reading and writing
email messages, making notes, and even creating business
documents, for which they often need to enter text. When
people enter text with tablets, they usually use software
keyboards on the touch screens of the tablets. Unlike hardware
keyboards that normally allow users to put their fingertips on
keys, software keyboards require users to keep their fingertips
in the air except when they actually perform input by tapping
the screens, which may cause fatigue to the users. In this
paper, we propose a Japanese software keyboard for tablets
that reduces user fatigue. Our software keyboard allows its user
to put his/her fingertips on the touch screen by distinguishing
the user’s intended tapping from his/her touching the screen
without intending to input. We evaluated the keyboard by
conducting a user study that compared it with a software
keyboard based on normal tapping. The results of the user
study show that our software keyboard caused less fatigue to
the users in several regions of their bodies than the normal
keyboard, although it resulted in a longer average time length
and a worse average error rate of the users’ text entry.
Keywords-software keyboard, text entry, touch screen, user
fatigue

I. I NTRODUCTION
Increasingly more people are using tablets for various
tasks such as browsing websites, reading and writing email
messages, making notes, and even creating business documents, for which they often need to enter text. If they
used normal personal computers (including laptops) for such
tasks, they could use hardware keyboards to enter text.
However, most tablets themselves are not equipped with
hardware keyboards. Although such tablets normally can
be connected with external hardware keyboards, hardware
keyboards may degrade their mobility, and therefore many
people use tablets without hardware keyboards. Therefore,
when people enter text with tablets, they usually use software
keyboards on the touch screens of the tablets.
Software keyboards require users to keep their fingertips
in the air except when they actually perform input by tapping
the screens. In this regard, they are a contrast to hardware
keyboards that normally allow users to put their fingertips
on keys. This property of software keyboards may cause
additional fatigue to the users. For example, Kim et al. [9]
reported that, compared to hardware keyboards, a software

Figure 1.

Proposed Japanese software keyboard.

keyboard decreased the comfort of users and increased the
activity of their shoulder muscles.
In this paper, we propose a new Japanese software keyboard for tablets that reduces user fatigue (Figure 1). Our
main idea is that the software keyboard should allow its user
to put his/her fingertips on the touch screen of the tablet,
without requiring the user to keep the fingertips in the air.
For this purpose, our software keyboard distinguishes the
user’s intended tapping from his/her touching the screen
without intending to input. Instead of using a pressuresensitive touch screen, we use a 10.1-inch capacitivesensitive 10-point multi-touch screen that is widely used for
tablets. Because of this, we use the durations of the user’s
touches to distinguish his/her intended tapping from others.
Our software keyboard consists of 12 keys and is specialized in the entry of Japanese kana characters in the
same way as the software keyboard previously developed
by Takei and Hosobe [20]. It should be emphasized that our
keyboard is focused on the reduction of user fatigue, rather
than on the entry of Japanese kana characters, on which
Takei and Hosobe’s keyboard was focused especially to
enable touch typing. The reason why we propose a Japanese
software keyboard instead of an English one is that Takei and
Hosobe’s keyboard can be constructed with 12 keys, which
satisfies the conditions that we found from the preliminary
experiments that we report in Section IV. In other words, the
basic idea behind our software keyboard that we introduce
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in this paper will be applicable to an English keyboard if we
can deal with this small number of keys by using another
approach.
We evaluated our software keyboard by conducting a user
study that compared it with a software keyboard based on
normal tapping. The results of the user study show that
our software keyboard caused less fatigue to the users in
several regions of their bodies including their shoulders than
the normal keyboard. However, the results also indicate a
trade-off between user fatigue and performance: our software
keyboard resulted in a longer average time length and a
worse average error rate of the users’ text entry than the
normal keyboard.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After
presenting related work in Section II, we briefly describe
Japanese kana characters and Takei and Hosobe’s software
keyboard in Section III. In Section IV, we report the
preliminary experiments that we conducted to determine the
basic design of our software keyboard. Then, in Section V,
we propose our software keyboard. In Section VI, we report
the experiment that we performed to evaluate it, and discuss
it in Section VII. Finally, we describe conclusions and future
work in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There has been research on potential problems of software
keyboards to users. Kim et al. [9] compared a software keyboard, a laptop computer’s hardware keyboard, and a desktop computer’s hardware keyboard in regard to typing forces,
muscle activity, and typing performance of users. Their
experiments showed that, although a software keyboard
needed lower typing forces and lower finger muscle activity,
it resulted in decreased typing performance, decreased selfreported comfort, and increased shoulder muscle activity.
Kim et al. [10] also investigated how key sizes of software
keyboards affected typing force exposures, muscle activity,
wrist posture, comfort, and typing productivity. They showed
that software keyboards with a key size less than 16 mm
might be too small due to slower typing speed, higher static
shoulder muscle activity, greater wrist extension, and lowest
subjective preferences. Lin et al. [14] studied how three
usage positions (desk, lap, and bed) during typing with three
tablet software keyboards (standard, wide, and split) affected
the upper-body kinematics and discomfort of users and the
usability of the keyboards. They showed that such use of
tablets might expose users to greater risks of musculoskeletal
symptoms. Unlike these studies that examined problems
with existing software keyboards, our work is focused on
exploring a new software keyboard that especially aims at
reducing user fatigue.
There has been research on user performance of software
keyboards. Sears et al. [18] investigated how key sizes of
software keyboards affected typing speed and error rates.
Hasegawa et al. [7] examined how the ages of users and the

use of only dominant, only non-dominant, and both hands
affected their performance in typing with software and hardware keyboards used for tablets. Yanai and Karashima [22]
studied user performance of software keyboards especially
from the viewpoint of two-dimensional distributions of positions of key touches. These studies differ from our work
especially in that they were focused on investigating the user
performance of existing software keyboards.
There has been research on new software keyboards
for tablets and other devices. Himberg et al. [8] proposed
personalizing the layout of a 3-by-3 software keyboard by
on-line learning. Findlater et al. [2] proposed personalizing
the layout of a QWERTY software keyboard and integrating
multi-touch gestures with the keyboard. Go and Endo [4]
developed a software keyboard that enabled the user to
perform precise input even when their fingertips touched
on the boundary of keys. Kuno et al. [11], [12] developed
a software keyboard whose layout could be changed to fit
users’ hands. Hakoda et al. [6] proposed a portrait-style QWERTY software keyboard for touch screen devices. Shibata
et al. [19] proposed a software keyboard called DriftBoard
for ultra-small touch screens like smart watches. Lenovo [13]
developed a keyboard called halo that allowed its user to type
on a specific touch panel without hardware keys (that was,
strictly speaking, not a software keyboard). Although these
studies also proposed new software keyboards, they were
different from our work that proposes a software keyboard
especially aiming at reducing user fatigue.
There has been research on multi-stroke gesture-based
software keyboards for tablets and other devices, on which
the users drag their fingertips to enter words. Unlike ordinary tapping-based software keyboards, such multi-stroke
gesture-based keyboards typically do not require the users to
lift their fingertips while entering individual words. Rick [15]
examined the influence of different keyboard layouts for
a multi-stroke gesture-based keyboard for an interactive
tabletop. Bi et al. [1] proposed two interaction techniques
for a bimanual multi-stroke gesture-based keyboard for a
tablet. Although such multi-stroke gesture-based keyboard
might be effective for reducing user fatigue, the focus of
these studies was different from that of our work; they were
focused on the improvement of the performance of the users’
gesture input.
Sax et al. [17] developed an ergonomic software keyboard
by assigning home keys to the fingers of a user and forming
groups for the home keys, which enabled the key layout to fit
his/her hands. In addition, they proposed allowing the user
to put the fingertips on the screen by sensing their pressure
against the screen although they did not actually implement
this feature. In some sense, their work is similar to our work,
but their approach is not applicable to ordinary capacitivesensitive touch screens that do not sense pressure.
There has been research on software keyboards for the
Japanese language. Fukatsu et al. [3] and Hakoda et al. [5]
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proposed software keyboards for smart phones that enabled
eyes-free Japanese kana input. Sakurai and Masui [16]
proposed a QWERTY software keyboard for tablets that
enabled Japanese kana input by using flick operations. Takei
and Hosobe [20] developed a 2-by-6-key software keyboard
for tablets that enabled the user to do the touch typing of
Japanese kana characters usually with two key strokes. It
should be noted that, although our work also treats Japanese
kana characters, it is not focused on the development of a
new Japanese software keyboard as already mentioned in
Section I.
III. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly describe Japanese kana characters and Takei and Hosobe’s 2-by-6-key Japanese software
keyboard.
A. Japanese Kana Characters
Japanese text uses two kinds of characters, i.e., Chinese
characters and kana characters. While a Chinese character
typically has a meaning, a kana character does not; instead, a
kana character is associated with a speech sound. There are
two kinds of kana characters called hiragana and katakana.
Although they are used for different purposes, they correspond to each other.
There are approximately 50 basic kana characters, which
are further divided into 10 groups that are ordered, each of
which typically consists of five characters. The first group is
special because its five characters indicate five vowels that
are pronounced “a,” “i,” “u,” “e,” and “o.” The other nine
groups are associated with the basic consonants, “k,” “s,” “t,”
“n,” “h,” “m,” “y,” “r,” and “w.” A kana character in these
nine groups forms the sound that combines a consonant and
a vowel. For example, the five characters of the “k” group are
pronounced “ka,” “ki,” “ku,” “ke,” and “ko.” Certain groups
have variants called dakuon and handakuon, and certain
characters have variants that are written in smaller shapes.
B. Takei and Hosobe’s Software Keyboard
Takei and Hosobe [20] proposed a 2-by-6-key software
keyboard for entering Japanese kana characters on a tablet’s
touch screen. They basically use two key strokes for one
basic kana character. The first stroke is used to select one
from the 10 groups of basic kana characters, and the second
stroke is used to select the basic kana character. As shown
in Figure 2, the 2-by-5 white keys on the left are assigned to
this task, and the 2-by-1 gray keys on the right are assigned
to the special keys called “back” and “other.”
Their keyboard supports 85 graphic characters (i.e., 81
kana characters, three Japanese special characters, and
“space”) and two control characters (“backspace” and “enter”). The 80 characters called 2-stroke characters can be
entered with two strokes. The six characters called 3-stroke
characters can be entered with three strokes. The other

Figure 2.

Takei and Hosobe’s software keyboard [20].

Table I
C HARACTERS ( EXCEPT “ BACKSPACE ”) SUPPORTED BY TAKEI AND
H OSOBE ’ S SOFTWARE KEYBOARD [20]

Group
あ

Upper
あいうえお

Lower 1
ぁぃぅぇぉ

か

かきくけこ

がぎぐげご

さ

さしすせそ

ざじずぜぞ

た

たちつてと

だぢづでど

な

なにぬねの

は

はひふへほ

ま

まみむめも

や

や ゆ よ

ら

らりるれろ

わ

わ を ん

Lower 2

っ

ばびぶべぼ ぱぴぷぺぽ
ゃ ゅ ょ
ゎ

other enter 、。ー space

character, “backspace,” can be entered with one stroke using
the “back” key.
To enter a character X, the user performs the following
operations. (1) If X is “backspace,” the user touches the
“back” key. (2) Otherwise, the user touches the key corresponding to the group of X, and next does the following.
(2a) If X is a 2-stroke character, the user touches the key
corresponding to X. (2b) Otherwise (i.e., X is a 3-stroke
character), the user touches the “other” key and then the
key corresponding to X.
In Table I, 2-stroke characters are shown in the “Upper”
and “Lower 1” columns, and 3-stroke characters are shown
in the “Lower 2” columns. Characters in the “Upper”
columns are shown on the upper white keys at step (2)
including substeps (2a) and (2b), and characters in the
“Lower 1” and “Lower 2” columns are shown on the lower
white keys at substeps (2a) and (2b) respectively.
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Figure 3. Preliminary experiment 1 for measuring possible positions of
fingertips on a touch screen.
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Figure 4.
Results of preliminary experiment 1 on possible moving
distances of fingertips on a touch screen.

IV. P RELIMINARY E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we report two preliminary experiments that
we conducted to determine the basic design of our software
keyboard.
A. Preliminary Experiment 1
In the first preliminary experiment, we examined how
much users can move their fingertips on a touch screen.
This aimed at determining an appropriate key layout for
allowing users to manipulate it without difficulty in moving
their fingers. It should be noted that, since we use (instead
of a pressure-sensitive touch screen) a capacitive-sensitive
touch screen that is popular among current tablets, users
cannot manipulate the touch screen with their fingernails.
We recruited three participants ranging from 21 to 22
in age. Each participant sat on a chair and started the
experiment with their 10 fingertips put on the touch screen
(Figure 3). We asked the participant to move their fingertips
freely on the touch screen as far as he/she found no difficulty
in it. We measured the positions of the fingertips while
he/she was moving the fingertips; we did not measure their
positions while there were less than 10 fingertips touching
the screen. For this experiment, we implemented an Android
application in Java, and used an ASUS ZenPad 10 Z300M
tablet equipped with a 10.1-inch 10-point multi-touch screen.
Figure 4 shows how much the participants were able to
move their fingertips in this experiment. We can see that the
thumbs were able to move the most and the little fingers were
able to move the least. The average distances of how much
the fingertips moved were approximately 20 mm, 18 mm,
18 mm, 14 mm, and 13 mm for the thumbs, the index, the
middle, the third, and the little fingers respectively. Also, we
observed that the fingertips of the participants had disturbed
each other due to the size constraint of the 10.1-inch touch
screen. It means that even a user who has large hands cannot
move their fingertips much on the touch screen of this size.

Figure 5.

Prototype QWERTY software keyboard.

B. Preliminary Experiment 2
We conducted a second preliminary experiment on the
accuracy of the multi-touch sensing of the tablet. Before this,
we implemented a prototype QWERTY software keyboard
based on our basic idea of allowing users to put their
fingertips on the touch screen (i.e., the QWERTY version of
the software keyboard that is proposed in the next section) as
shown in Figure 5. However, we found that the keyboard frequently had recognized erroneous input. More specifically,
such errors occurred at locations close to the fingertips that
the user moved intentionally for input. We thought that the
errors were caused by the insufficient accuracy of the multitouch sensing of the tablet, and therefore we conducted this
experiment.
The experiment was done by the first author. We did not
recruit third-party participants because the purpose of this
experiment was not to examine user performance but was to
examine the performance of the multi-touch sensing of the
tablet. During the experiment, he put the fingertips of both
of his hands on the touch screen and moved them freely.
When the number of the recognized fingertips became less
than 10, we measured the distance between the fingertip that
disappeared and the one closest to it.
The result of this experiment showed that, when the
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distance between two fingertips became less than approximately 3 mm, the touch screen recognized them as one
fingertip. This result indicates that we need sufficiently large
keys to realize a software keyboard based on our idea. The
QWERTY layout is not appropriate for this purpose because
its keys cannot be sufficiently large on an approximately 10inch touch screen.
V. P ROPOSED K EYBOARD
We propose a Japanese software keyboard for tablets that
reduces user fatigue. Our main idea is that the software
keyboard should allow its user to put his/her fingertips on
the touch screen of the tablet, without keeping the fingertips
in the air, which is required by ordinary software keyboards
for tablets. For this purpose, our software keyboard needs to
recognize whether the user actually intends to input when
he/she touches the screen. We realize this by using how
long the user touches the screen: if the user touches the
screen for less than 140 milliseconds, the keyboard regards
the user as tapping, i.e., doing intended input; otherwise,
the keyboard does not treat it as tapping. Here we use the
threshold of 140 milliseconds by following Kuno et al.’s
work [12], where they used this threshold to distinguish
tapping and calibration operations on a touch screen.
Our keyboard consists of 12 keys as shown in Figure 1.
These keys are the same as the ones that Takei and Hosobe
[20] introduced in their software keyboard (Figure 2). However, the entire layout of the keys in our keyboard is
more “ergonomic” than that of Takei and Hosobe. This is
necessary because our keyboard allows its user to put their
fingertips on the touch screen of the tablet, which makes
the fingertips less movable than when the user keeps their
fingertips in the air. To determine this key layout, we used
the results of preliminary experiment 1 that we described in
Subsection IV-A.
Our software keyboard allows its user to enter Japanese
kana characters in the same way as Takei and Hosobe’s
keyboard; that is, the user basically can enter one kana
character with two key strokes, firstly by tapping the key
corresponding to the character’s group, and then by tapping
the key corresponding to its vowel.
VI. E XPERIMENT
In this section, we report the experiment that we conducted to evaluate the proposed keyboard.
A. Procedure
We conducted an experiment to evaluate the proposed
keyboard. We compared the following two conditions: one
where users used the keyboard by keeping their fingertips
in the air (called the normal keyboard below for brevity);
the other where users used it by putting their fingertips on
the touch screen (called the proposed keyboard below). For
this experiment, we implemented both keyboards in Java as

Android applications for an ASUS ZenPad 10 Z300M tablet
equipped with a 10.1-inch capacitive-sensitive touch screen
supporting 10-point multi-touch sensing.
We recruited 10 participants ranging from 18 to 24 in
age. During the experiment, the tablet was placed on a
desk, and the participants sat on a chair. The participants
were given words, each of which consisted of five kana
characters and was displayed on the upper half of the screen.
We asked them to enter the given characters and then to
touch the “enter” key to move to a next word. Before the
experiment, the participants entered five words for practice.
In the experiment, they entered two sets of words, each of
which consisted of 60 words. The two sets corresponded
to the normal and the proposed keyboard. The participants
were asked to keep their wrists in the air when using the
normal keyboard; also, they were asked to put their wrists
on the desk when using the proposed keyboard.
Each participant used both keyboards. To avoid an order
effect, we divided the participants into two groups, and
assigned the two keyboards to the two groups in the different order. At least one-hour interval was given to each
participant between the experiments for the two keyboards.
We measured average time lengths for characters and
average error rates for words. Average error rates were
computed in the same way as [5], which is as follows:
compare the character sequence entered by a participant with
the word presented on the screen; count the total of wrong
characters, unnecessary characters, and missing characters;
compute the average error rate as the average division of
this total by the number of the characters in the presented
word.
The participants answered to a questionnaire after entering
each set of words. We used a questionnaire for assessing
regions of fatigue in the body [21]. More specifically,
immediately after the experiment, we assessed the degrees
of fatigue in the neck, the shoulders, the upper arms, the
elbows and forearms, the wrists and hands, the upper back,
and the lower back by using the four scales 0 (none), 1
(weak), 2 (neither weak nor strong), and 3 (strong).
B. Results
Table II shows the results of the measurements that we obtained from the experiment. The proposed keyboard needed
a longer average time length than the normal keyboard. We
think that there were two main causes for this result. One
main cause was that the participants needed more movements. When using the normal keyboard, the participants
needed two movements for one tapping operation; that is,
moving down the necessary fingertip on the touch screen
and then moving it up. By contrast, when using the proposed
keyboard, the participants needed three movements for one
tapping operation and one movement after it; that is, moving
up the necessary fingertip from the touch screen, moving it
down and up for actual tapping, and finally moving down
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Table II
AVERAGE TIME LENGTHS FOR CHARACTERS , AVERAGE ERROR RATES
FOR WORDS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS OF TIMES “ BACKSPACE ” WAS
USED IN THE CASES OF THE NORMAL AND THE PROPOSED KEYBOARD

Keyboard
Normal
Proposed

Time (sec)
1.9
2.3

Error (%)
0.33
0.50

Backspace
29.1
32.5

it again on the screen. The other main cause was that the
fingertips on the touch screen hid the keys, due to which the
participants needed more time for checking the keys. Also,
the proposed keyboard resulted in a worse average error rate
and a larger average number of times the “backspace” was
used. We think that the proposed keyboard caused wrong
recognition of tapping due to the movements of fingertips
put on the touch screen.
Next, we analyzed the trend of errors by examining which
key was erroneously tapped by the participants when they
needed to tap a certain key. Figure 6 shows the results of
this analysis, where the errors that occurred three or more
times are shown. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the results of
the normal keyboard, and Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show those
of the proposed keyboard. In both cases, the first one, i.e.,
Figures 6(a) and 6(c), show the results of the first strokes,
and the second ones, i.e., Figures 6(b) and 6(d), show those
of the second strokes. In each figure, “r/w,” for example,
indicates an error where key “w” (for the “w” group) was
erroneously tapped when key “r” (for the “r” group) should
have been tapped.
The results indicate that both the normal and the proposed
keyboard encountered many errors where a key that was
horizontally or vertically next to a correct one was tapped.
Also, there were many errors related to the “others” key. For
example, key “a” was erroneously tapped instead of “others”
(i.e., “others/a” in Figures 6(a) and 6(c)). We think that this
kind of errors typically happened when a participant tried to
move to a next word. For this purpose, he/she needed to tap
“others” and then “enter.” In this case, his/her failure to tap
“others” would result in this kind of an error because he/she
would next tap “a,” which would appear at the same position
as “enter.” Other common errors were related to little fingers.
In the case of the proposed keyboard, little fingers sometimes
touched keys for third fingers, which caused errors such as
“h/others,” “h/a,” and “others/a.”
We also performed a paired t-test on the results of
the questionnaire. Table III summarizes the results. The
proposed keyboard gained better results in the left and right
shoulders, the left and right upper arms, and the lower back
than the normal keyboard. However, it yielded worse results
in the left and right wrists and hand. We think that, since
we asked them to put the wrists on the desk, this condition
forced the participants to do unnatural movements of the
wrists.

Table III
R ESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE REGIONS OF FATIGUE IN
THE BODY IN THE CASES OF THE NORMAL AND THE PROPOSED
KEYBOARD

Region of fatigue
Neck
L. shoulder
R. shoulder
L. upper arm
R. upper arm
L. elbow & forearm
R. elbow & forearm
L. wrist & hand
R. wrist & hand
Upper back
Lower back

Normal
1.1
1.7
1.3
1.4
1.2
1.4
1.1
1.0
0.70
0.80
1.2

Proposed
0.70
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.40
1.3
1.2
1.4
1.4
0.40
0.40

p-value
0.17
0.0019
0.010
0.010
0.022
0.68
0.73
0.037
0.0013
0.17
0.0031

VII. D ISCUSSION
The experiment showed that the proposed keyboard was
better than the normal keyboard in the fatigue of the left
and right shoulders, the left and right upper arms, and the
lower back of the participants. We think that this result is
particularly important. The two previous studies by Kim et
al. [9], [10] showed that software keyboard might cause
higher shoulder muscle activity. Our result that the proposed
keyboard reduced the fatigue of the shoulders suggests the
effectiveness of our approach to the inherent problem of
software keyboards.
In the experiment, little fingers caused common errors
that they sometimes touched keys for third fingers. We think
that it was due to the design of the key layout that did not
consider distances between little and third fingers. We think
that it will be possible to alleviate this problem by improving
the key layout.
To develop our software keyboard, we used a capacitivesensitive touch screen that is widely used for tablets. Because
of this, our software keyboard required users to do more
finger movements than normal software keyboards. It is a
main cause of the worse user performance of our keyboard,
and we need to solve this problem. However, it is not easy to
construct an alternative method since a capacitive-sensitive
screen senses only the positions that fingertips and other
parts of hands touch.
As Sax et al. [17] suggested, a pressure-sensitive touch
screen might be more suitable also for our purpose. However, we do not think that even this is a perfect solution. A
pressure-sensitive touch screen cannot provide the same tactile feedback as hardware keyboard; for example, it cannot
be clearly depressed unlike hardware keys. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate how better a pressure-sensitive touch
screen-based software keyboard performs than the current
capacitive-sensitive screen-based keyboard and how much it
is comparable with a hardware keyboard.
Our software keyboard treated the Japanese language
instead of English. As already mentioned, this was due to
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Figure 6. Trend of errors of (a) the first and (b) the second strokes in the case of the normal keyboard and (c) the first and (d) the second strokes in the
case of the proposed keyboard.

the results of our preliminary experiments that the touch
screen was limited in the possible number and size of keys.
We think that it is possible for our approach to treat English
by using a special layout other than QWERTY although we
need to consider user performance issues.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We proposed a Japanese software keyboard for tablets.
With the aim of reducing user fatigue, we designed it in such
a way that it allowed the user to put their fingertips on the
touch screen as he/she did with an ordinary hardware keyboard. We evaluated the proposed keyboard by comparing
the two conditions where the fingertips were in the air and on
the touch screen. Although the condition where the fingertips
were on the touch screen resulted in a longer average time
length and a worse average error rate, it resulted in less user
fatigue in the five regions of the body among the eleven that
we investigated.
One of our future directions is to resolve the problem of
the increased movements of fingertips. Another direction is
to explore a key layout that is more suitable for our aim
than the current 2-by-6-key layout.
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